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Think of this as a small thriller\/adventure game. The puzzle might give you less clue but still not complicated to be solved. for a
less than 10$ adventure game, this might not be a game that you would say it's the best. But worth give it a try.. NOO!!!! My
cover as banana. How did they know i'm not?. Adventure Time is a game for Fans of the serial for example i am a big Fan, but
people which don't know anything about Adventure Time will have so much fun. A quick and rewarding puzzler with some
good ideas.

It can be a little unnerving jumping into a few of the more intimidating levels but just testing things out leads to getting an idea
of how things work together. Watching your plan come to life while watching shapes slide into their places is pleasant.

Almost certain that some of the final puzzles can be solved multiple ways. Regardless if that's true, it adds some freeform that
pays off the beginning’s slower 'one-solution' puzzles.  Level #58 might’ve been a little too freeform, had some trouble with that
one .

The only really threatening mechanic was the  gear you could choose the next direction of manually. Its introduction seemed to
foreshadow crazy puzzles involving planning several steps ahead. Thankfully, they don't cause too much of a disturbance as their
importance diminished quickly but at the same time this feels like a small waste  

Recommend grabbing this game (or others like it), turning off the music and sfx and just throwing some personal audio in the
background. Makes for a great cool down :). Its really good game for people who like adventure and action games. I really hope
that this game will also have Polish language and many other languages.
I really loved this game. It is very enjoyable and I have a lot of fun
I recommend!. awesome game,me and my siplings all love it. Replayed five times for every achievement but honestly enjoyed it
every time. 7/10. very bad programmed.
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Controls are clunky. Level design is needlessly painful. I found 3 bugs in my first 2 minutes.

They introduce the controls by saying things like "use the Button6 button to..." (I have an Xbox 360 controller. I only found
"Button6" by trying every single button until one of them did something.)

The first half-hour was intriguing, but too tedious for me to want to continue.. I played this game way back when. This was one
of my favorite games for the computer at the time, up there with Insaniquarium and Snail Mail. Solid gameplay, easy to play,
difficult to master, much like most Pop Cap games. It is a crime how overlooked this game is. Buy it now.. mobile game on
steam funny mobile app steam app. Let's f*cking not.. Graphics: ]===
☐ Potato.
☐ Really bad.
☐ Bad, but playable.
☑ OK.
☐ Good.
☐ Beautiful.
☐ Insane.

===[ Price/quality: ]===
☐ Free game.
☐ Don't buy this game.
☑ Refund it if you don't enjoy it.
☐ Wait for sale.
☐ Worth your money.
☐ Definitely worth the full price.

===[ Requirments: ]===
☐ 90's PC.
☐ Minimum.
☑ Medium.
☐ High specs
☐ 5k PC.

===[ Difficulty: ]===
☐ No IQ needed.
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master.
☐ Average (Depends on the difficulity set).
☑ Very hard.
☐ Not recommended to beginners.
☐ Dark Souls.
☐ Only the best of the best can complete this game.

===[ Story: ] ===
☑ Only gameplay, doesn't include a story.
☐ There is a story, but most of the game is focused on gameplay.
☐ Still better than Twilight.
☐ Average.
☐ Decent.
☐ Amazing
☐ Fantastic!

===[ Overall personal scoring: ]===
☐ 0 - 2 : Terrible, not recommended.
☑ 3 - 4 : Meh, only if bored.
☐ 5 - 6 : Average, Interesting to play.
☐ 7 - 8 : Above average, Recommended.
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☐ 8 - 9 : Fun to play, Amazing.
☐ 10 : Complete Masterpiece!

===[ Game's genre: ]===
☐ Action
☐ Adventure
☐ Action-Adventure
☐ RPG ( role-playing game ).
☐ Simulaton
☑ Strategy
☐ Sports
☐ Fighting.
☐ Survival.
☐ First Person Shooter (FPS)
☐ MOBA
☐ Trivia.
☐ Puzzle
☑ Open World
☑ Horror

Ok so what in the F@#K is this game?. I assume this is a type of "saw" thing where its you or the other guy, you play cards to
determine the punishment. The other player can either protect themself with something higher (and same suit) it will save them
or they can take it to their face. The punishments are pretty brutal and funny to watch (if you are light hearted do not buy) but
overall, this game took me (and a friend) a little bit to understand the rules but it is quite simple. I do not recommend this game
because it is only fun for 2 friends that are bored out of their minds and wanted to play something, I don't know what the
original price is but you have to buy it on sale. 3.5-10. vrooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooom.
Wondering if there might be some easy hacks for Cosmic Sugar VR. Looking to get better resolution and hide the controllers
for better captures. 360 capture would also be sweet.
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